Orange River trip – April 2013

As I write this I am sitting at the pool of Water Lilly Lodge, in Kasane Botswana. It is a crisp autumn
morning. The leaves fall slowly from the trees, almost like winter rain in the Cape. On my one side the staff
is cleaning up after breakfast, and trying their best to clean up as the leaves fall. On the other side I look
out onto the Chobe River, and some water lilies. In the distance there are the sounds of vehicles, but
mostly it is the multitude of birds and their different sounds that fill the air. In this idyllic setting I have time
to reflect on our trip thus far.

In January Theo sent out an email to the members of the 4WDC-WC, that is the Western Cape branch of
the 4-Wheel Drive Club of South Africa. A trip was scheduled for late April along the Orange River. Having
read trip reports of trips along this area I immediately booked our place. Next I would book ten days at
Kgalagadi, to enjoy the splendour of Kgalagadi out of season. I soon learnt that Kgalagadi was fully booked,
even with a fair amount of last minute cancelations there would be long queues at the watering holes.
Then came the opportunity of a life time – a photographic safari in Botswana.

But I am getting ahead of myself, that only starts tomorrow. This report is about the first part of our
holiday.

March was a flurry of activity to get Elders ready for this three week trip. Our 4x4 is named Elders, after the
poem “Die rus is elders”, by Totius. When we are en-route in Elders, we are at peace. A new deep cycle
battery was needed, as the previous one was damaged during a summer trip to Kgalagadi and Namibia. To
ensure this new battery last longer I fitted a solar panels and a modern charging system. Yellow LED-lights
were fitted. I can now say with confidence it WORKS. These yellow LED-lights provide considerably less
light than the white LED-lights, but it does not attract any insects. When heading out into South Africa’s
neighbouring countries it is best to look at the check list on the AA-website. Depending on which country
you visit you may need some or all of the following:
-

-

Passport
Driver’s license
Registration papers for your vehicle (or a letter from the bank)
“Travel document” from your insurance company {Make SURE what cover your insurance company
offers! Most will only reimburse some repatriation costs, after you covered the full cost of getting
your vehicle home. I only know of one company that arranges the full repatriation of a broken
down vehicle from neighbouring countries.}
TWO emergency triangles
Reflective vest for EACH occupant of the vehicle
Fire extinguisher – check the service date on the extinguisher
ZA sticker on the back of the vehicle
Red and White reflective strips on the bumpers

With Elders ready and all the paper work in place we left home on Thursday afternoon, 25 April. We took a
slow drive up the N7 past Clanwilliam, to Rondeberg Resort. We arrived shortly after sunset, Emil, 072 931
0932, booked us in at “No 5”.

-

“No 5” at Rondeberg Resort, with our own private ablutions.

-

Rondeberg resort under a full moon

Friday morning we drove the 17km back to Clanwilliam. In Clanwilliam we had breakfast next to Emile’s
Place. It is a big old farm house on the main road in Clanwilliam. As you walk through the farm house the
curios in each area conjures up memories of grannies old home in Swellendam. At the end of the home
some internal walls were broken out creating a large dining room. We sat outside, under the shade of the
large trees. If ever you pass through Clanwilliam DO stop in here.

While enjoying the breakfast a gent walks up and introduces himself, SuperHansie from the 4x4Community
Forum. As one of the active members of the forum I have a couple of forum stickers on Elders. Driving
down the main road SuperHansie recognised Elders and stopped in for a chat. He is a farmer in the
Clanwilliam district. Note – I must follow up with SuperHansie about their camping facilities on their farm…

We still had a long road ahead of us and set off over the mountain. Sadly a fire left a black mountain scape.
We stopped at the “Engelsman se Graf” to pay our respect. Lieutenant Graham Cloves died here on 30
January 1901. His mother had a memorial stone put up, and visited his grave once a year.

-

Engelsman se graf

And here start the gravel roads. Calvinia, Vioolsdrif to Pofadder. At first there is a mixture of mountains
and plains, then no more mountains.

-

Start of the gravel roads, and the start of our holiday as we leave the tar and cell phones behind.

-

Even a fish-eye lens can not see the ends of the Karoo plains

-

Near Vioolsdrif we encountered saltpans, a first for us.

-

In Pofadder we booked in at Vra-Weer Gastehuis. Nice place, but do bring along Tabbart for the
mosquitos !

Day three saw us driving the 40 km from Pofadder to Pella via Kakamas, a 260 km detour. This drive did
provide a unique opportunity to photograph a colonial nest.

-

Feeding time

-

On Saturday the group arrived slowly, and by late afternoon we were all there old and new friends
gathered around in anticipation of the trip.

-

Sunday morning the group set of to church, the original missionary church in Pela.

The following people enjoyed this trip, in order as per the photo above:
-

Theo and Ellian
Ken, Shona and Patrick
Reuben and Linda
Leon, Haydee, Gizela and Ty
Louis
Leonard, Tersia, Danie and Karin
Andrew and Charmaine
Lance and Martha
Chris and Greta

-

The road from the Orange River Pela Resort back to Pela

-

A little taste of what was to come, and we have not even reached the church.

-

At church

-

The group of travellers

Elders has a variety of stickers, from the places we have been, to the clubs we are part of and then also a
couple with “messages”. One reads: “I would rather be lost in the woods, than be found in the city”. On
this day these words would be prophetic … 

-

Our first “detour”

-

What a place to take a detour 

-

Now there are even “cameramen behind the trees” in the bush …

-

Leon paving the way for Ken and Shona.

The second detour did not offer any photo opportunities. By now the day was getting long, the
temperatures rising, and the radios grew silent as the group headed off to the “great tree”. Camp set up in
short order, and soon the braai fire was burning high.

Theo planned the trip based on T4A maps downloaded three months ago. Since then a farmer got tired of
visitors driving through his farm and put a brand new fence. Should also note that T4A downloaded a week
before the trip had this corrected. Point being, when using T4A be aware that it is a dynamic set of maps
and may well lead to some detours.

While on the topic of Garmin and T4A, most interesting how it has the most finite detail of the smallest
town and dirt track, but is totally useless in a big city such as Windhoek. Still can not believe that it does
not have a feature for “4x4 speciality / camping stores” in its Points of Interest function. The locals will
confirm that CYMOT has been around for years, yet I was not able to find it on Garmin nor T4A.

But in all fairness, we found many shops/banks/fuel etc. using the GPS. VERY handy little tool when
traveling into the unknown on your own.

-

Big tree under the light of a full moon.

-

And the sun rose over a rest day next to the Big Tree. On this lovely Monday we would stay here
and relax. Reading an e-book, sleeping, fishing, or body surfing the rapids, and so everybody
relaxed in their own way.

-

And the prize for best “team spirit” has to go to Leonard and his yellow team.

-

But Ty was the best fisherman on the day ! Caught three nice sized fishes.

-

Second fish for Ty (and the prize for granddad of the year has to go to Leon)

-

I swam over the Orange River to great some long lost family. And so the rest day came to an end
next to the braai fire.

On Monday morning we broke camp and drove the 40 km to what could have been the camp for the
second night, Ramansdrif. I should explain here that this is hardly a trip “next to” the Orange River, you are
not driving “on the banks” of the Orange River. The main route does run parallel to the Orange River, but a
good 10 or 15km away from the river. Every so often a road, or rather a twee-spoor-track, leads down to
the river. At the end of these trails you find camping spots. Thus driving from one camping spot to the
next means driving up a track, then a stretch parallel to the river, and finally another track leading down to
the river. Along one of these tracks the road opened up into a small plain, “littered” with what one could
only describe as “white balls”. Upon closer inspection we found these to be flowers.

-

The locals call these “March flowers”. Small, petite, fragile, everything except what one would
expect to see in such a rugged environment. Almost all other plants are of the more rugged “vetplant” variety.

Just as well we stayed two nights at the Big Tree, as the manufacturers of Bushwakka were camping at
Ramansdrif. This spot is hardly suited for a big group.

-

Ramansdrif

Goodhouse. During the last hundred years this area has undergone numerous changes. On the Namibian
side of the river there is lush farming, in stark contrast to what we see on the South African side. This is
another sad tale of “land reform”. More than six farms were “returned” to the Komani San people under
the 1999 land claims. Despite millions invested by various countries, nothing was ever harvested. It took
some time to come to terms with what Goodhouse means in the context of South Africa. Even now that I
type this I am saddened by the missed opportunities. Seeing how Namibia, Botswana and even Zimbabwe
grab opportunities is only magnifying the tragedy that is Goodhouse.

The next section was one of only two short sections next to the Orange River.

-

Driving along the Orange River

-

Some of the traditional plants from this area.

-

How can one describe this flower ?

-

Quiver tree in flower

Most of the group walked up the first hill to the view point. Only three of us walked the kilometre to the
next view point. In the heat of the day none of us walked the next 1,7 km to the very top, looking out over
… well, .. uhm, can’t say, as we did not go up there.

-

Leonard packing his stone at the second viewpoint.

-

Linda at the second view point.

-

And even the cameraman is “captured on film”.

And now we head off to the overnight spot. Theo says something about 12km, but then talks about 1,5
hours driving … The heat must be getting to the man … Little did we know ! This was to be almost two
hours of FUN, at least for those who enjoy the “kort stokkie”.

-

Elders making its way through the rocks. (photo by Gizela)

-

It was late afternoon when we sat up camp for the last time next to the Orange river. (photo by
Andrew)

By now we knew the ritual of a quick bath in the Orange River, then the braai fire. The reality began to set
in – most of the group would need to drive all the way back to Cape Town on Wednesday. Everybody got
set for an early departure. Before 6:00 there was already a buzz as everybody had a quick coffee before
packing up. Shortly after 7:00 we headed out back up the interesting 12km section.

And so we made it out of the 12km section, ready for the “gravel road” back to the N7. Only for the
MiniMog to stop a kilometre further ! It was only Elders and Leon behind the MiniMog at that stage. In the
12 km stage the MiniMog’s exhaust pipe got bent. In the subsequent bumps it got dislodged from its
rubber mount and hit the rear tire. Leon and I bent it straight, re-attached it to the rubber mount and then
proceeded to tie it in place with wire. Fortunately the repair took less than 5 minutes.

We were just settling into the nice drive when we encountered a “little hill”. Loose rocks and cross axles
added a final challenge to the trip.

-

And we all know how a photo “flattens” a hill ….

-

Our final stop was at the “half mens” trees.

Then it was time to say our goodbyes to the club members. As it turned out, 4 of the 9 vehicles headed
towards Namibia. We first stopped off at a friend at Vioolsdrif. Greta kept an eye on the watch and
ensured that we kept the visit short. And so a loooong drive started, 2 300km from Noordoewer up to
Grootfontein then East to Ngoma border post.

Our First night in Namibia we stayed over just outside Keetmanshoop. The next morning we left at sun rise
and headed for Windhoek. The idea was to buy an inverter, as my trusty old inverter was too small for my
new laptop. Took me almost two hours to find my way in Windhoek. Garmin will take you to banks, fuel,
and shops, but not to the nearest 4x4 speciality store … It was close to 15:00 before we set off from
Windhoek, heading for Grootfontein. It was properly dark before we got to Otavi. The one and only
guesthouse inside of Otavi was fully booked, or so the most unpleasant owner/manager informed us. We
set of towards Grootfontein, placing our trust in Garmin once more. This time Garmin did not disappoint,
Kombat Guesthouse is one of the true gems that one stumbles upon every so often. Next time we will plan
to stay over here.

Despite the time lost in Windhoek, I was disappointed in our slow progress. The short day light hours of
May was severely limiting our progress. Something to bear in mind when planning such long trips. Even
though we were traveling on tar, there were just too many animals on the road. There were surprisingly
few bad drivers on the road. The next morning we did have a slight hick-up at Kombat Guesthouse. We

asked for breakfast at 7:00 … forgetting that Namibian winter time is an hour later ! Something else to
remember when visiting Namibia. The food and the service were absolutely excellent, and we soon forgot
about the hick-up.

Off towards Grootfontein. And here I see the road marker for the meteorite. And back comes the
memories of all the discussions about what not to miss in Namibia … Sadly this time round Namibia is only
a high way to Botswana and I have to resist the temptation to turn off to the meteorite. Onwards and East
wards Elders does mile after mile … HOW do you describe the Caprivi to somebody that has never seen it ?
You will see hundreds of these –

Every couple of kilometres churches built schools, each zone bringing the speed limit down to 80 km/h,
then up then down. And so it carries on for literally hundreds of kilometres, resulting in more slow
progress. At Popa falls we turn in to put up camp early. But they are closed for renovations, and so we
drive through the Bwabwata National Park. We have hardly entered the park when we see an elephant
near the road ! Wow !! To us city slickers this was a real awe inspiring moment, and an omen of what was
to come in the next part of our journey. But I am getting ahead of myself.

During the next hundred kilometres we saw many veld-fires. At one spot we literally had to drive through
the flames !! Yet we never saw any fire trucks, and when we tried to report this at a roadblock the police
was not interested.

During a fuel stop we encountered this couple. They are on gentle drive from Cape Town to Switzerland,
zig-zagging their way up. From Cape Town this point is hardly 3 000 km, yet they managed to clock up
12 000 km !!

http://www.getjealous.com//landioverland

Early afternoon at Kongola we turn South, to find Kwando Camp. This is another of the places we will visit
again.

The view from the deck is even more magnificent than any photo can capture.

Saturday 4 May we set of to Katima Mulelo, and then to cross the border at Ngoma. Time to learn more
about the geography of the region ... Ngoma is only a mark on a map, it is not a “town” ! There is a
Namibian customs building on the one side of the bridge and a similar building on the Botswana side –
nothing more. If you need fuel or money your choices are, 40 km back to Katima Mulelo or 50 km onward
to Kasane.

Something else to remember – as you cross the border from the Namibian side you go through a “foot-andmouth” control point even before getting to the Botswana border building. Red meat and various fresh
produce is confiscated here. Between Kasane and Nata we went through another control point. Near
Ghanzi we encountered another control point, here they even confiscated our opened long life milk.

Needing Pula’s Kasane was our only option. We headed off to Kasane and booked in at Water Lilly Lodge.
A recently revamped 2 star establishment. One of only two affordable places in Kasane, the rest being 5
star and catering for the European and American markets. Prices vary from $800 to $1000 per person in
many of these establishments, and yes this would be American dollars not Namibian dollars …

With a couple of spare days before our Pangolin photographic safari was about to start, we booked a day
trip to Victoria Falls at Water Lilly Lodge. They have a number of guides on their staff and can arrange a
wide range of tours and safaris – www.janalatours.com The guide met us early on Sunday morning and
explained the border procedures into Zimbabwe, and had all the forms we would need to complete. At the
border posts he knew the staff and expedited the process, actually this sentence does not do justice to
what he did. The queue was standing outside the building and he quickly walked our documents through
the process. During the trip he was very informative about the area and the animals. At Victoria Falls he
gave us a quick briefing about rain coats, what the rates should be and where to rent it. Reluctantly I
handed over the money for two rain coats, after all the sun was shining brightly … Little did I know.

At the entrance to the falls you get charged the “International rate”, BUT if you first show your South
African passport you pay a reduced rate. Again our guide kept us informed. Now for the walk of the falls,
probably 2,5km walk. Once again, words can never portray the magnitude of this natural marvel. In sheer
volume of water this is the third largest waterfall in the world. In terms of the drop the more than 112m
drop makes this one of the highest waterfalls in the world. Now try to imagine this spread out over a width
of more than 1 000 m !! May month is traditionally the month for the highest water levels. This year the
water level is even higher than normal !

With this extreme water flow, falling more than a 100m, is creates a “mist” that creates a water cloud that
can be seen nearly a 100 km away from an airplane. More than a kilometre away, from ground level, this is
what this “mist” looks like:

-

Up close, it looks a bit differently ! These “mist” clouds causes immediate rain. HEAVY rain !

-

The narrowest part of the falls, Devil’s Cataract.

-

Due to all the mist we were not able to capture the full width of the falls.

-

One of eight posters at the entrance to the falls. Our photos only cover from “1” to “10”, there
after there was just too much rain to take any more photos.

Next our guide took us the Zambia bridge, for a different view of the falls. Here you can also bungee jump,
or bridge swing, for only 150 American dollars !

And so part one of our holiday drew to a close. Just a short break to catch our breath before part two
starts. Part two being a Pangolin Photographic Safari.

-

A little teaser for Part Two of our holiday …..

